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Overview of Proposal
Finding a lab sponsor has been a barrier to creating labs. This issue is not new and has been discussed at length multiple times. Despite several attempts 
to remedy this situation things have not improved. Only a small number of people qualify as sponsor and even fewer are willing to volunteer as sponsor. 
Yet, the role of sponsor as currently defined is very limited and in fact is already carried by the Labs Stewards. Indeed, despite varying expectations by 
some people, the role of the sponsor is defined as follows in the Process To Propose A New Lab:

The sponsor(s) are responsible for reviewing the proposal. Sponsors do not have a responsibility beyond this; ongoing work like contributing code 
or reviews is not tied to their role as sponsors. In reviewing the proposal, the sponsor(s) make sure that the proposal is cogent, and novel (in 
conception, proposed execution, or interested community).

So, the proposal is to simply eliminate the requirement to have a sponsor to create a lab and leave to the stewards to keep doing the initial filtering and 
possible hand holding of newcomers.

In addition, clear instructions on what is expected of the labs, such as what license to use, ought to be developed when missing and linked from the 
proposal template for full awareness.

See  for additional background.Sponsors For Labs-Proposal

Formal Proposal(s)
Eliminate the requirement to have a sponsor to create a lab.

Develop clear instructions on what is expected of the labs, such as what license to use, when missing, and link these instructions from the proposal 
template.

Action Items
Update wiki: Arnaud J Le Hors Hyperledger Labs Home, and Labs README

 Update website: Ry Jones https://www.hyperledger.org/participate/labs

Update hyperledger-labs.github.io/proposal-template.md at main · hyperledger-labs/hyperledger-labs.github.io

Update Labs - Hyperledger Labs
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